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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2. INTRODUCTION

This report looks at the potential of Egypt’s 2014 New
Constitution to change the process of democratisation and
freedom of the media in Egypt, and the restrictions placed upon
this constitution by long-standing legislation and provisions.

The legal framework for the changing media environment
following the New Constitution still lacks the elements needed
to protect the independence, transparency and accountability of
the Egyptian media.

Egypt’s New Constitution of 2014 is
central to the process of democratisation
and the enhancement of freedom of
expression and freedom of the media.
However, most of Egypt’s old and
restrictive legislation is still in place, which
creates an uncertain legal landscape
and slows progress. Recent events1 have
highlighted the critical importance of
reviewing and amending media legislation.

2.1. BACKGROUND
In 2014 Egypt held presidential and
parliamentary elections, entering a new
phase of its post-revolution era. At the
time of writing, the country had high
expectations of its new leader and its
long-awaited stability. Voters expressed
strong support for the new president
in May 2014.3

In this report, we have assessed the
legislation on market entry and concluded
that the 2014 Constitution provides a
sounder basis than previously for the
provision of a new licensing system
that supports freedom of expression as
well as freedom of the media and the
press. Thus, it represents a major step
forward. However, without clear and
detailed guarantees on the organisation,
functioning and competences of the
proposed Supreme Council for the
Media and its regulatory powers, the
current legal environment could lead
to a new, but still undemocratic, system
of governance and regulation for
broadcasting, print and online media. This
risk is greater while the old rules of the
Press Law remain in force.
We looked in some detail at the
provision of state aid in the context of
fair competition and non-discrimination.
The lack of rules on state aid and the
1
2

practice of former governments using
economic power to discriminate and
influence even private media has resulted
in a severe curtailing of media freedom
and distorted competition both in the
broadcasting sector and in the press
markets. Also, the “over-financing” of
state media outlets without clear mission
statements or public service remits,
and thus without any cost and budget
estimates relating to a remit, has clearly
had a negative effect on fair competition.

journalists to be prosecuted on defamation
charges. The New Constitution sets out
a wide-ranging catalogue of fundamental
rights to apply during electoral periods.
However, their implementation has been
limited, even during the presidential
elections in 2014, as observed by the EU
Election Observation Mission (EOM).2

The lack of legislation on governmental
and political advertising, and on
advertising in state media, along with
the lack of a legally enshrined right to
information, has enabled government
to take, for its own advantage, a nontransparent approach to advertising.
This affords opportunities to subsidise
“friendly” and discriminate against
“unfriendly” media outlets. This practice
of granting political favours to private
media is not a legitimate practice
in Europe and runs contrary to
international standards.
When conducting research into
institutionalised censorship, we found
that, although the New Constitution
contains a general declaration on the
prohibition of censorship, both the Penal
Code and the Press Law still include
highly restrictive provisions, allowing

For example, three Al Jazeera journalists were jailed for seven years by a court in Cairo on June 23rd 2014. See: www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-27972181.
http://eeas.europa.eu/eueom/missions/2014/egypt/index_en.htm.
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The previous year was not a promising
one in terms of freedom of expression
and belief. In 2013 “even physical attacks
on journalists grew”.4 Official censorship
and self-censorship were reportedly
common phenomena in newsrooms.
The more recent events of June 20145
highlighted the continuing threats to
a free media environment. However,
there are opportunities for democratic
change, and with the newly adopted
guarantees provided by the New
Constitution of 2014 there is a chance
to reform media regulation.
2.2. MEDIA LANDSCAPE
The media environment in Egypt has
historically been heavily dominated by
the state in all sectors, including print,

broadcasting and news agencies. Although
the Egyptian Radio and Television Union
(ERTU) monopolises terrestrial analogue
television, several private commercial
channels – of which Dream TV is the
most popular – are available via satellite
and cable. Since 2011, a significant
number of new players have entered
the market6 and this diversity has been
further increased by the spread of
pirated access.7
The printed press is traditionally an
important part of the news market. The
state owns the major outlets, but private
newspapers are becoming increasingly
significant, especially since the revolution,8
both in terms of circulation figures and
their influence on public opinion.9 The
Middle East News Agency is run by the
government, but the Egyptian press also
relies on international sources.
The legal framework for this challenging
media landscape still lacks the key
elements of a democratic regulatory
system to ensure and protect the
independence, transparency and
accountability of the media.

3 President Fattah el-Sisi won 96.91% of the vote.
4 In its most recent Press Freedom Rankings, Freedom House gave Egypt an overall rating of “not free”. See: http://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2014/egypt-0#.
U56UQJS1aGM.
5 See footnote 1.
6 “Assessment of Media Development in Egypt: Based on UNESCO’s Media Development Indicators”. UNESCO, Paris. 2013. Page 16.
7 “Mapping Digital Media: Egypt”, by Rasha Abdulla. Open Society Foundations. 2013. Page 8.
8 ibid. Page 7.
9 “Assessment of Media Development in Egypt”, op. cit. Page 16.
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3.	ANALYSIS OF MEDIA
LEGISLATION: STRUCTURE
The establishment of independent media regulation bodies is
essential if the New Constitution is to stabilise Egypt’s fluctuating
regulatory and legal landscape.

NOTA BENE
The methodology for the MedMedia assessment reports included an analysis of the key differences and similarities between media laws in the
partner countries and those in the MENA region or the EU. The object of this exercise was to highlight instances in which the application of
international best practice had been successful and those in which a culturally specific approach had achieved the desired results.

3.1. MARKET ENTRY:
CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES
AND LEGISLATION ON
LICENSING AND SPECTRUM
3.1.1. Current situation
The New Constitution of 2014 makes
provision for the protection of freedom
of expression and freedom of the
media10 in Egypt for the first time.
The adoption of the New Constitution
and its rules on the Supreme Council for
the Regulation of Media11 have provided
for an unprecedented regulatory
framework for licensing television and
radio broadcasting (analogue and digital).
However, at the time of writing, the
Supreme Council for the Regulation of
Media is not established and the law to
determine its composition and detailed
rules have not yet been adopted.
In practice, therefore, the rules and
institutions previously responsible for
licensing private broadcasting and the
press are still in force and applicable.

3.1.1.1. Broadcasting
The General Authority for Investment
(GAFI ) Law provides for the
establishment of Special Economic
Zones for industrial, agricultural or
service activities designed specifically
with the export market in mind. The
law allows firms operating in these
zones to impor t capital equipment,
raw materials and intermediate goods
duty free. Companies established in
the new zones are subject to lower
corporate taxes and are exempt from
sales and indirect taxes. They operate
under more flexible labour regulations
and enjoy other incentives. In order to
operate in these zones, you need to be
licensed by GAFI.
There has been no licensing system
for private terrestrial broadcasting
(radio and television); only private
satellite television stations – registered
and operated within the Media Public
Free Zone – have been able to gain
licenses from GAFI. GAFI issues business

(rather than broadcasting) licences and,
therefore, applicants have had to make
business-related commitments (e.g. initial
capital investment) rather than meeting
any broadcasting-related obligations
regarding content, advertising, and
so on.12 GAFI is a government body
and thus subject to political control
and direction.
However, it is reported that “there
is a state plan for the allocation
of the frequency spectrum that is
available online and which meets ITU
[International Telecommunication Union]
requirements. The plan was drafted by
the National Frequency Management
Commission, which is composed of
representatives of the National Telecom
Regulatory Authority (NTRA), the
Ministry of Telecommunications, the
armed forces, the presidency and three
independent experts. The plan was last
updated in 2008 and was due to be
updated again in 2012, although this has
not yet happened.”13

 rticle 65 states: “Freedom of thought and opinion is guaranteed. Every person shall have the right to express their opinion verbally, in writing, through imagery, or by any
A
other means of expression and publication…”. Article 70 states: “Freedom of the press, printing and paper, visual, audio and electronic publication is guaranteed. Every
Egyptian – whether a natural or legal, public or private person – shall have the right to own and issue newspapers and establish visual, audio and digital media outlets.
Newspapers may be issued once notification is given as regulated by law. The law shall regulate the procedures of establishing and owning visual and radio broadcasting
stations and online newspapers…”
11
Article 211 states: “The Supreme Council for the Regulation of Media is an independent entity that has a legal personality, enjoys technical, financial and administrative
independence, and has an independent budget. The Council shall be competent to regulate the affairs of audio and visual media and regulate the printed and digital
press, and other media outlets. The Council shall bear the responsibility for guaranteeing and protecting the freedom of press and media as stipulated in the constitution,
safeguarding its independence, neutrality, plurality and diversity, preventing monopolistic practices, monitoring the legality of the sources of funding of press and media
institutions and developing the controls and criteria necessary to ensure compliance by the press and media outlets with professional and ethical standards, and national
security needs as stated in the law.
The law shall determine the composition and regulations of the council, and the employment conditions for its staff. The council shall be consulted with respect to the bills
and regulations related to its scope of competence.”
12
“Assessment of Media Development in Egypt”, op. cit. Pages 29–30.
13
ibid. Page 51.
10
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There are no clear rules available on
3.1.3. SWOT analysis
the allocation and licensing of the
3.1.3.1. Strengths
terrestrial spectrum to private (or
The key strengths at present are the
to local/community) broadcasters. It
rules and guarantees contained in the
is also unclear whether there will be
New Constitution of 2014, which are:
any analogue frequencies available for
television before the 2015 ITU deadline • The new rules on possible market entry.
for switch-off other than to ERTU. The
• The abolition of the press licensing
details of digital switch-over (DSO)/
system and the introduction of a
analogue switch-off (ASO) and especially
registration regime.
the utilisation of the digital dividend after • The provision of a legal basis for the
2015 are not publicly available and not
Supreme Council for the Regulation of
yet regulated in law.
Media as an independent regulator.
Regarding the FM radio spectrum, the
lack of rules on licensing to private
broadcasters and the de facto monopoly
of ERTU in the radio market is even
more problematic, as scarcity of
frequencies will continue after 2015
as there is no switch-over imperative
for radio broadcasting globally.
3.1.1.2. Press		
The situation regarding the printed
media is described in Section 2.2 above.
3.1.1.3. Online publishing
As yet there is no legislation that covers
online publishing specifically. However,
Article 31 of the New Constitution
stipulates that: “The security of
cyberspace is an integral part of the
economic system and national security.
The state shall take the necessary
measures to preserve it as regulated
by law.”
3.1.2. Ongoing reforms
In the course of conducting interviews
with experts in the field, we have
been told about the drafting of the
following documents:
• Bill of the National Body for Organising
Audio-visual Broadcasting (Ministry
of Information);
• Bill of the National Media Council
(Ministry of Information);
• Draft Law Regulating Radio and Television
Broadcasting (Ministry of Information).
However, as we have had no access
to these documents or to any draft
texts, we are unable to comment on
these proposals.
14
15

3.1.3.2. Weaknesses
There are no clear guarantees in
the new laws governing the media
regulator. The rules that grant the
Supreme Council for the Regulation of
Media the authority and responsibility
for “monitoring the legality of the
sources of funding of press and media
institutions and developing the controls
and criteria necessary to ensure
compliance by the press and media
outlets with the professional and ethical
standards and national security needs
as stated in the law” might in effect
allow for legislation that would narrow
freedom of expression and freedom of
the media. The centralised regulatory
powers granted to the Supreme
Council concerning “the affairs of audio
and visual media and regulating the
printed and digital press, and other
media means” run contradictory to
international/European standards.14
While the abolition of the previous
licensing system of the printed press is
generally positive, the proposed new
registration regime is not the type of
system that is found in Europe and
its use would be justifiable only in
cases where the registration rules are
transparent, fair, non-discriminatory
and “do not allow for any discretion to
refuse registration and do not impose
substantive burdens on newspapers”.15
Registration should not be a
requirement for digital media either.
But, as the Press Law is still in force and
the Supreme Council of the Press is
still active, this is unclear, and therefore
represents a major obstacle in applying

the relevant rules when establishing
print or digital press outlets and planning
any type of market entry to the print
and/or digital press market.
Moreover, regarding the online press, the
rules concerning the telecommunications
services are overly broad, covering all
possible services (and even Voice Over
Internet Protocol or VOIP-based services,
which thus require a license from the
NTRA). This situation could to lead to
illegitimate control over services without
any guarantees against interrupting or
closing down services which provide
access to digital press content as well.
3.1.3.3. Opportunities
The ongoing reforms relating to the
establishment of an independent and
autonomous media regulator offer
a great opportunity to introduce
democratic reforms in the media.
The registration system for the press,
if carefully designed, could liberalise
market entry for new players and/or for
the launch of new services from existing
media outlets.
3.1.3.4. Threats
Current threats to the new
opportunities introduced by the New
Constitution are:
• that the Supreme Council for the
Regulation of the Media is a “superregulator” with overly broad regulatory
power over broadcasting, the print and
the digital press;
• a lack of clarity around organisational
and operational guarantees of
independence of the Supreme Council
for the Regulation of the Media;
• that the registration system of the
press might lead to new restrictions on
freedom of expression and freedom of
the media if registration requirements
are not clear and transparent, if they
include the payment of large capital
deposits, and/or go beyond simple
administrative provisions;
• uncertainty around the future of
the Press Law – its applicability,
enforceability and potential to overrule
newer legislation are unclear.

See (for example): www.article19.org/resources.php/resource/3023/en/international-standards:-regulation-of-the-print-media.
“ Assessment of Media Development in Egypt”, op. cit. Page 37.
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3.1.4. Comparison with EU/region
3.1.4.1. Independence of
regulatory bodies
Recommendation (2000)23 on the
independence and functions of regulatory
authorities for the broadcasting sector
of the Council of Europe (CoE) should
serve as a key guiding document for
any state aiming to reform its media
regulatory system. According to the CoE
recommendation: “Member states should
ensure the establishment and unimpeded
functioning of regulatory authorities for
the broadcasting sector by devising an
appropriate legislative framework for
this purpose. The rules and procedures
governing or affecting the functioning of
regulatory authorities should clearly affirm
and protect their independence” (I.1).16
To ensure the independence of any
regulator the following key aspects, at least,
should be clearly defined by law:
• the duties and powers of the regulator;
• how the main board of the regulator is
appointed, as well as its composition and
the rules governing its functioning;
• its status as financially independent;
• the competences required of its of
the staff;
• its accountability.
The independence of regulators is of key
concern even among EU member states.
The Freiberga report of 201317 and its
recommendations are highly relevant: “All
EU countries should have independent
media councils with a politically and
culturally balanced and socially diverse
membership. Nominations to them
should be transparent, with built-in checks
and balances. Such bodies would have

competences to investigate complaints,
much like a media ombudsman,
but would also check that media
organisations have published a code of
conduct and have revealed ownership
details, declarations of conflicts of
interest, etc. Media councils should have
real enforcement powers, such as the
imposition of fines, orders for printed
or broadcast apologies, or removal of
journalistic status. The national media
councils should follow a set of Europeanwide standards and be monitored by the
Commission to ensure that they comply
with European values.”18
Aside from the issues related to the
independence of the media regulator, it
is also of crucial importance from the
market entry perspective to address the
rules on allocation of broadcast licences
(radio and television). According to
Article 10 of the European Convention
on Human Rights (ECHR),19 it is
legitimate to introduce licensing regimes
for broadcasting in a democratic society.

procedural matters, the rights and
obligations of the licence holders and
the available legal recourse against the
decisions of the regulator.
3.1.4.2. Regulation of the press
(print and online)
As discussed at 3.1.3.2. above, even
“light-touch” regulation of the press via
registration requirements is controversial
and would be challenged in Europe.20
Both traditional print and the digital
press are subject to certain regulation
in EU member states, but there is only
one country in Europe 21 – subject to
much criticism – where all types of
media are regulated under a “single
and comprehensive law and fall under
the supervision of a single regulatory
body responsible for regulating all
media sectors”.22 The supervision of the
press under the same umbrella as the
regulation of traditional broadcasting has
a somewhat authoritarian effect and is,
therefore, challenged in Europe.
The introduction of any kind of regulation
of the press should be subject to strict
scrutiny and the “necessity test”. Thus, the
registration system should be assessed as
to whether:

The regulation and even licensing of
broadcasting is in accordance with
European standards (although, since
the digitalisation of broadcasting,
most regulatory systems are reducing
regulation and thus replacing licensing
• it is based on clear and transparent rules
with registration requirements). European
set by the law;
licensing procedures are regulated in
• registration serves a legitimate aim;
detail in broadcasting/media laws subject • the introduction of registration is
to approval by the parliament of the
necessary for the protection of a
given country.
legitimate aim.
These laws are strictly required to be
clearly and precisely formulated, fair
and transparent concerning licensing
provisions, the role of the regulator,

All regulatory systems in Europe are
evaluated by the courts (including
constitutional and European courts)
according to these criteria and, where

 he definition of the Joint Declaration adopted by the then three special international mandates on freedom of expression – the United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur
T
on Freedom of Expression, the Organisation of American States (OAS) Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and the Organisation for Security and Co-operation
in Europe (OSCE) Special Representative on Freedom of the Media (2003) – is even broader in terms of the scope of independence.
17
“A free and pluralistic media to sustain European democracy: The Report of the
High Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism”. January 2013. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/media_taskforce/doc/pluralism/hlg/hlg_final_report.
pdf.
18
ibid. Page 7.
19
This states: “1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without
interference by any public authority and regardless of frontiers. This article shall not prevent states from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema
enterprises. 2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are
prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime,
for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or for
maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.”
20
See the recommendation on freedom of expression issued by the UN, the OAS and the OSCE on December 18th 2003: “Imposing special registration requirements on
the print media is unnecessary and may be abused and should be avoided. Registration systems which allow for discretion to refuse registration, which impose substantive
conditions on the print media or which are overseen by bodies which are not independent of government are particularly problematical.” In “Joint declarations of the
representatives of intergovernmental bodies to protect free media and expression”, edited by Adeline Hulin. OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, Vienna. 2013.
Page 31.
21
Hungary.
22
“Hungarian Media Laws in Europe: An Assessment of the Consistency of Hungary’s Media Laws with European Practices and Norms”. Centre for Media and
16
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they do not meet the necessary
requirements, are abolished. In the
majority of EU member states, therefore,
the press is subject only to general laws
and regulation (civil codes, penal codes
and so on) and self-regulation.
3.1.5. Recommendations
3.1.5.1. Ensure the independence
of the Supreme Council for the
Regulation of the Media
Based on the guarantees provided by
the New Constitution, it is of crucial
importance that the laws regulating the
composition, functioning and financing of
the Supreme Council for the Regulation
of the Media ensure the protection
of the regulator from all forms of
political and economic interference. The
detailed rules on the status, duties and
powers of regulatory bodies (including
the power to set their own internal
rules), their operating principles, the
procedures for appointing members (in
a democratic and transparent manner)
and their funding arrangements (with
clear conditions regarding the source of
the funding and with reference to the
estimated cost of the activities of the
regulator)23 must provide for and protect
their independence in the political and
social context of Egypt. The level of
independence might also usefully be
measured and evaluated against several
other indicators.24
Independence is crucial for the Supreme
Council for the Regulation of the Media.
Equally important is accountability to the
public through parliament. Therefore, the
rules regarding the transparency of its
activities, its obligation to publish regular
reports and to consult on the actions it
takes, are of key importance. Democratic
control over the activities of the Supreme
Council should include, therefore, full
oversight of the legality and correctness
of the actions of the regulator, and these
actions should be open to review by
competent courts in Egypt.
Regarding the new laws on the regulation
of broadcast licensing by the Supreme
Council for Regulation of the Media, we
recommend that they be clearly and

precisely formulated, fair and transparent
(as discussed in the context of Europe at
3.1.4.1. above) and cover:
• the basic conditions and criteria for the
granting (and renewal) of broadcasting
licences in “an open, transparent and
impartial manner”;25
• the basic licence conditions (including
ownership restrictions, licence term,
basis for the calculation of fees, sanctions
and so on);
• the possibility of public consultations as
part of the licensing procedure;
• available legal recourse during and
after the licensing procedure and also
regarding any sanctions.
Regarding the allocation of the terrestrial
spectrum to television and radio
broadcasting, we recommend that the
Supreme Council for Regulation of
the Media publish and consult on the
allocation of the available:
• analogue television frequencies until
the ASO:
• digital television and radio multiplexes
during DSO and after ASO;
• digital dividend for broadcasting purposes.
The allocation and utilisation of the
spectrum should provide for equality of
the different types of broadcasters and
for fair, non-discriminatory, access for all
types of content providers.
3.1.5.2. Ensure the legitimacy and
transparency of the registration
system for the press
As stipulated in Article 70 of the New
Constitution, the new law will regulate
procedures for establishing and owning
television and radio broadcasting stations
and online newspapers. In order to be
aligned with European standards, these
procedures should stipulate solely simple
administrative-type requirements for print
and digital publications (basic information
on the publisher, editor-in-chief, physical
location of the editorial business, and
so on), with no discretion for the
Supreme Council for Regulation of the
Media to refuse registration once these
requirements are met.

3.1.5.3. Ensure the freedom
of the online press
The importance of the internet is
acknowledged by the New Constitution
(see 3.1.1.3 above). However, this
importance is emphasised from the
national security perspective rather than
that of freedom of expression. It is even
more crucial, therefore, that the new
law to regulate access to cyberspace
provides procedural guarantees in
order to avoid the illegitimate and
unnecessary interruption of access to
the online press. The new law should
also provide more clarity and guarantees
regarding the overly broad definitions in
the Law on Telecommunication – their
current vagueness means the NTRA
has the authority to ban “unlicensed”
telecommunication services, thereby
blocking access to the online press.
3.2. MEDIA OWNERSHIP:
MONOPOLY OWNERSHIP LIMITS,
MEDIA CROSS-OWNERSHIP
AND TRANSPARENCY OF MEDIA
OWNERSHIP
3.2.1. Current situation
The new Article 70 of the New
Constitution provides for the following
rules on media ownership:
Freedom of the press, printing and
paper, visual, audio and electronic
publication is guaranteed. Every
Egyptian – be they natural or legal, a
public or private person – shall have
the right to own and issue newspapers
and establish visual, audio and digital
media outlets. Newspapers may be
issued once notification is given as
regulated by law. The law shall regulate
the procedures of establishing and
owning visual and radio broadcast
stations and online newspapers.
However, as the Press Law is currently
still in force and its rules on ownership
limits of the press are also applicable, the
law on competition does not provide
for any specific rules on ownership limits
to prevent harmful concentration. In
practice, however, it is unclear whether
the rules in the Press Code covering

Communication Studies. 2012. Page 44.
CoE recommendation. 2000.
24
See “Indicators for independence and efficient functioning of audiovisual media services regulatory bodies for the purpose of enforcing the rules in the AVMS Directive”.
Hans Bredow Institute for Media Research. February 2011. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/docs/library/studies/regulators/final_report.pdf.
23
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ownership limits are enforced, as “at least
some major print media titles appear
to be owned, or at least controlled, by
individual businessmen. It is also not clear
whether GAFI takes ownership issues
into account when issuing licenses to
private satellite broadcasters, but in
practice the main stations are all owned
by different players.”26
Although data and information on
ownership of broadcasters and press
publishers are available currently to
GAFI and to the Supreme Press Council,
according to a UNESCO report, “ this
information is not made public; the
purpose is to ensure separation between
the editor and journalists, on the one hand,
and the owners, on the other (pursuant
to the Journalist Syndicate Law, journalists
may not own shares in newspapers)”.27
3.2.2. Ongoing reforms
No ongoing reforms have been reported.
3.2.3. SWOT analysis
3.2.3.1. Strengths
The provisions of the New Constitution
serve as a sound basis on which to
establish the rights and guarantees for any
Egyptian to publish, broadcast or make
available online any type of media product.
3.2.3.2. Weaknesses
The current legislation has the following
weaknesses:
• a lack of rules providing for pluralism
and diversity;
• a lack of rules to prevent harmful
ownership concentration;
• a ban on any type of foreign ownership,
and thus, foreign investment in the media;
• capital deposit requirements for
newspaper publishers.
Meanwhile, legal uncertainty about the
applicability of the Press Law and the
adoption of new laws makes the legal
landscape difficult to navigate for existing
and potential market players.
The lack of proper rules in favour of
pluralism and diversity and the lack of

anti-monopoly legislation specific to the
media sector warrant special attention,
as the media markets – and especially
the broadcast market – have already
witnessed a boom after the revolution.28
At the time of writing there is no
comprehensive information available
to the legislators about the level of
ownership concentration, making it
even more urgent – if challenging – to
address this issue with new laws.
The absolute ban on foreign ownership
of the media in any outlet is not
legitimate and is counterproductive to
a developing media market. Meanwhile,
the strict and high capital deposit
requirements are discriminatory in their
effect on potential new entrants into the
digital press markets.
3.2.3.3. Opportunities
Article 70 of the New Constitution
provides for “the right to own and issue
newspapers and establish visual, audio
and digital media outlets”. This is a perfect
opportunity to introduce new rules to
prevent concentration of ownership and
take measures to promote plurality and
diversity within the media.
The current rules of the Press Law,
limiting the maximum number of shares
owned by one person to 10%, could
potentially serve as the basis for a future
anti-monopoly regulation.
3.2.3.4. Threats
As pointed out at 3.2.3.2. above, the
lack of rules to prevent concentration
of ownership is increasingly problematic
with the opening up of the markets after
the revolution. As the UNESCO report
of 2013 noted:
Media ownership thus remains quite
diverse at the moment, although
some vertically-integrated ownership
structures are beginning to emerge,
for example, in the form of ownership
of television, print media and online
media. It may be noted that it is much
easier to put rules in place limiting
concentration of media ownership

before these concentrations start to
emerge. Several interviewees stressed
the need to put measures in place
to prevent undue concentration of
media ownership.29
Without carefully designed ownership
and cross-ownership legislation, there
is a risk of “empire-building”.
3.2.4. Comparison with EU/region
In the European Union, issues
around ownership of the media are
addressed from at least three main
perspectives:
• plurality and diversity;
• transparency of ownership;
• protection of national interests.
3.2.4.1. Promotion of plurality
and diversity of the media
European legislation regulating media
ownership generally focuses on
two areas:
• imposing a general ban on concentration
of ownership on a national/regional/
local level, applicable horizontally
for all types of media (multimedia
restrictions) and/or within a specific
type of media (monomedia restrictions);
• applying “cross-ownership” restrictions
applicable both horizontally and vertically.
The enforcement of these rules can
take several forms and they can be
implemented by various actors. In Ireland,
for example, a competition regulator
covers all these issues whereas in the
UK the rules are applied by a competition
regulator and media regulator acting in
parallel. General bans on concentration
of ownership are subject to constant
monitoring by the relevant bodies,
while the cross-ownership rules are
typically included in the legislation
governing mergers.
The careful design and even more
careful application of these restrictions
will be challenging. Legislators must
strike a balance between balanced
media plurality and the diverse flow of

Salomon, op. cit.
“ Assessment of Media Development in Egypt”, op. cit. Page 45.
27
ibid.
28
“Egyptian Media Under Transition: In the Name of the Regime... In the Name of the People?”, by Fatima el Issawi. Polis, Department of Media and Communications, London
School of Economics and Political Science. 2014. Pages 55–56.

information that results, and the need
for growth in the media sector. To this
end, European legislators and regulators
put great emphasis on having proper
measurement tools and indicators
in place, with up-to-date and reliable
data on the real situation of ownership
structures within a given country,
before implementing the restrictions.
Ownership structures need to be
transparent both for the public and
for the regulators.
3.2.4.2. Transparency of media
ownership
Media transparency is not easy to
achieve. The Council of Europe has
therefore adopted key recommendations
that serve as a guideline for
European legislators and regulators.
Recommendation 94(13)30 addresses:
• access by the public to information
on the media;
• exchange of information on media
transparency between national
authorities;
• disclosure of information when
granting broadcasting licences to
broadcasting services;
• disclosure of information following
the granting of broadcasting licenses
to broadcasting services;
• specific measures which may guarantee
media transparency in the press sector;
• the key issues that need tackling
in Europe.
3.2.4.3. Protection of national
interests in the media
Although the protection of national
culture and identity and control over
the use of the spectrum are established
concepts in some democratic countries,
there are no overall restrictions on
media ownership within the European
Union (certain countries, e.g. Poland,
apply specific limits to non-EU ownership
in broadcasting, but not in the press).
Where restrictions are imposed, they
are applied in a manner that also takes
into account the economic needs of the
broadcasting sector, so as not to prevent
its growth and expansion.

When designing new laws on ownership
of the media it is important that legislation
takes into account the need to promote
local content and that a certain amount
of the available terrestrial spectrum is
reserved for local broadcasters.
3.2.5.2. Ensure transparency of
ownership structures within all
sectors of the media
Recommendation 94(13) of the
Council of Europe should be a startingpoint for future legislation. Other key
recommendations on the transparency

of media ownership32 could serve as
guiding principles for Egypt as follows:
• broadcast, print and online media
should be required to submit to the
media regulator full and complete
ownership information so the ultimate
owner/beneficiary can be identified,
even in a complex business structure;
• the media regulator should make public
this information;
• the national company register should also
collect this information and make public
the contents of the register.
The information submitted to the
media regulator and the company
register should be accessible to the
public free of charge in an open
electronic format.
3.2.5.3. Ensure that there is a
level-playing field in the media,
thus encouraging national and
foreign investment in the sector
Although the provisions of the New
Constitution ban any foreign ownership
in the media, it is important, that these
rules are interpreted by the relevant
regulators in such a way as not to
prevent foreign investment in media
outlets owned by Egyptian legal entities.

“ Assessment of Media Development in Egypt”, op. cit. Page 45.
Recommendation 94(13) is available at: www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/media/doc/cm/rec(1994)013&expmem_EN.asp.
31
See “Independent Study on Indicators for Media Pluralism in the Member States – Towards a Risk-Based Approach”. European Communities. 2009. Available at: https://
ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/sites/digital-agenda/files/final_report_09.pdf.
32
“Transparency of media ownership in Europe: A report for the High-Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism”. Access Info Europe, Madrid. October 22nd 2012.
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3.2.5. Recommendations
3.2.5.1. Adopt new laws to
promote pluralism and
diversity within all sectors of
the media
Based on the guarantees of the
New Constitution and on the number
of new players in the media markets,
it is in Egypt’s interest to have legislation
in place that promotes diversity and
plurality. Although the level of media
pluralism in any given country can be
hard to measure, there are tools and
methods available31 that can facilitate
this and thus help to establish a baseline
for policy-makers, legislators and
regulators in Egypt.
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4.	ANALYSIS OF MEDIA
LEGISLATION: FINANCING
The Egyptian government owns the only Egyptian news service
along with the country’s largest newspaper printing press.
Unless EU recommendations are followed, this will distort fair
competition between private and state-owned media outlets.

4.1.3.4. Threats
If no clear legislative rules on the
provision of state aid are adopted, the
current situation of non-transparent
subsidies and aid to undefined market
players could continue, thus distorting
fair competition both between stateowned and private and among
private outlets.
4.1.4. Comparison with EU/region
The funding of public service
broadcasting in a manner that does
not distort fair competition has been
addressed by both the Council of Europe
and by the European Commission.

4.1. STATE AID: PROVISIONS
ON THE POSSIBILITY OF
STATE AID IN THE CONTEXT
OF FAIR COMPETITION AND
NON-DISCRIMINATION
4.1.1. Current situation
There are no legislative provisions in
place in Egypt on state aid within the
media sector or generally, but in practice
the situation is much more complex and
controversial than this would suggest.
ERTU as state broadcaster has a
monopoly on free-to-air terrestrial
broadcasting (both radio and television).
“This dominance of public players
also extends, in many countries, to
the print media sector. In countries
such as Egypt, public newspapers have
traditionally been very dominant and
continue to play a strong role in the
sector. In many countries in the region
the main, or only, news agencies are
also publicly owned.”33 Furthermore,
the “government not only owns
the principal publishing houses but
also owns the only Egyptian news
service, the Middle East News Agency
(MENA)”.34 It has also been reported

that “Government-run newspapers
own the large printing press operations
that most opposition papers rely on. In
addition, the government controls the
availability of newsprint and provides
subsidies to the opposition papers,
consequently having a dampening effect
on the paper’s independence.”35
All these state-owned players are of
course financed by the state,36 thus
creating a market situation where
the competition provided by private
players is very limited because of the
near monopoly of the state-owned
ones (e.g. in the television market only
satellite broadcasters can compete).
State aid to the state media eliminates
the possibility of any potential market
entrants launching new and competing
services (e.g. independent news
agencies). Meanwhile, it has also been
reported that the government has used
its economic power to discriminate
between “friendly” and “unfriendly”
private media outlets.37
4.1.2. Ongoing reforms
No ongoing reforms have been
reported.

4.1.3. SWOT analysis
4.1.3.1. Strengths
Not applicable.
4.1.3.2. Weaknesses
The lack of rules on state aid and the
use by former governments of their
economic power to discriminate against
and influence even private media has
resulted in severe breaches in the
freedom of the media and has distorted
competition, both in the broadcasting and
press markets.
The “over-financing” of state media
outlets without clear mission statements
and public service remit, and thus without
any cost and budget estimates relating
to the remit, has very negative effects on
fair competition.
4.1.3.3. Opportunities
The provisions of the New Constitution of
2014 for reorganising state media outlets
(Articles 212 and 213)38 and creating
new, and possibly more transparent and
accountable, organs for the management
of state-owned press and broadcasting
institutions might serve as the basis for
reforming state aid provision as well.

“ Handbook on International Standards and Media Law in the Arab World”. Centre for Law and Democracy/International Federation of Journalists. May 2013. Page 48.
34
“Report on the State of the Media in Egypt”, by Dr Hussein Amin. Arab Centre for the Development of the Rule of Law and Integrity. 2006. Page 6.
35
ibid. Page 19.
36
Although Article 20 of the ERTU Law stipulates that ERTU’s income consists of revenues from fees prescribed by law, funds allocated by the state, subsidies, grants, loans
and profits from companies owned by ERTU, it is in fact the state budget that provides most of the necessary funds.
37
See, for example, “Public Service Broadcasting in the MENA Region”. Paris Panos Institute and Mediterranean Observatory of Communication. May 2012. Page 231:
“South Mediterranean’s governments, for instance in Egypt or in Algeria, have often played on institutional promotion or funding in order to control contents and editorial
lines, rewarding the ‘friendly’ media and boycotting ‘enemies’. These kinds of funds represent – for most of the newspapers and magazines – the largest part of their
income. Moreover a major part of the printing and distribution market has been monitored by the government directly, which has inevitably affected the freedom and
independence of the press.”
33
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The Council of Europe has set out
the basic requirements for legitimate
state financing to public service
broadcasters (PSBs). Recommendation
1878 (2009) of the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe
refers to the following possible
sources of funding: “a flat broadcasting
licence fee, taxation, state subsidies,
subscription fees, advertising and
sponsoring revenue, specialised pay-perview or on-demand services, the sale of
related products such as books, videos
or films, and the exploitation of their
audio-visual archives.”39
Meanwhile, Recommendation
(1996) 10 of the Council of Europe
notes that funding arrangements
should not be used “to exert, directly
or indirectly, any influence over
the editorial independence and
institutional autonomy of public service
broadcasters” and adds that “the
level of funding should be set after
consultation with the public broadcaster,
and take into account trends in the
costs of its activities”.40
The “Amsterdam Protocol”, annexed
to the EU Treaties, specifies the
applicability of state aid rules in public
service broadcasting, which have been

further developed in the Commission’s
Communication41 on state aid rules
applying to PSBs and in the milestone
ruling by the European Court of Justice
in the Altmark case.42 Based on these
regulations, the key requirements of
state aid to PSBs are:
• a clear set of public service obligations
(the remit) which meet the democratic,
social and cultural needs of each society;
• pre-established and objective
parameters for determining the
compensation from the state;
• no overcompensation (the state
financing must not exceed the costs
of the public service);
• independent national monitoring of
the fulfilment of the PSB remit;
• the PSBs should procure any
necessary services either through
tender procedures or by determining
compensation with reference to the
cost of a typical, well-run undertaking.
4.1.5. Recommendations
4.1.5.1. Ensure new legislation on
state aid in the media sector
We recommend that new rules be

adopted on state aid to private media
outlets (press and broadcasting). The
rules must provide for:
• transparency in any kind of state aid
(direct or indirect) to private entities;
• relevant bodies (e.g. the Authority for
the Protection of Competition and the
Prohibition of Monopolistic Practices)
to monitor the application of these rules
and, where there is non-compliance,
to raise concerns about breaches
of the law.
4.1.5.2. Ensure a new funding
mechanism for state-owned media
Design, draft and adopt new
legislation on the funding mechanism
of the state for the National Press
Organisation and the National Media
Organisation, providing:
• a clear statement of their public
service remits;
• pre-established and objective parameters
for determining compensation from the
state according to the remit;
• independent monitoring of the fulfilment
of the public service remit.

The ‘over-financing’ of state media outlets
without clear mission statements and
public service remit, and thus without
any cost and budget estimates relating
to the remit, has very negative effects
on fair competition.

 rticle 212 states: “The National Press Organization is an independent organisation that shall manage and develop state-owned press institutions and their assets, as well
A
as ensure their modernisation, independence, neutrality and their adherence to good professional, administrative and economic standards. The law shall determine the
composition and regulations of the organisation, and the employment conditions for its staff. It shall be consulted with respect to the bills and regulations pertaining to its
scope of work.” Article 213 states: “The National Media Organization is an independent organisation that shall manage and develop state-owned visual, audio and digital
media outlets and their assets, as well as ensure their development, independence, neutrality and their adherence to good professional, administrative and economic
standards. The law shall determine the composition and regulations of the organisation and the employment conditions for its staff. It shall be consulted with respect to the
bills and regulations pertaining to its scope of work.”
39
Paragraph 14.
40
Guideline V.
41
“Official Journal of the European Union”, C 257, October 27th 2009. Pages 1–14.
42
Case C-280/00. July 24th 2003.
38
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4.2. ADVERTISING:
LEGISLATIVE RULES ON STATE
MEDIA ADVERTISING,
AND GOVERNMENTAL AND
POLITICAL ADVERTISING
4.2.1. Current situation
There are no legislative provisions on
the process or underlying principles of
advertising by the state organs or by
government. Although the general rules
of the Public Procurement Law43 should
apply to the procurement of advertising
services, it seems that they were never
applied when spending public money for
advertising purposes.
The ERTU Law contains certain rules on
advertisements in Article 6. These entitle
the Board of Trustees to: “approve the
basic standards and criteria regarding
the administration and direction of the
advertising and commercial activities
undertaken by the ERTU”.
The lack of clear rules on state aid has
resulted in a situation where there is no
transparent public data available on the
allocation of state or governmental funds
for advertising. According to the UNESCO
report of 2013, “informal estimates
suggest that around 80 per cent of these
resources are allocated to the state media,
with the remaining 20 per cent going
to private media. Some interviewees
suggested that at least some private media
do not get any government advertising.”44
This lack of clarity has created an
uncomfortable situation whereby the
government and the state are able to
use to their advantage non-transparent
advertising spend in order to support

their political goals. In addition, “political
advertising is often placed in party and
other supportive media, rather than on
a more commercial basis.”45
Transparency is the key element and the
basis of any regulation in this regard. The
absence of any legislation on the right to
information is a major stumbling block
to reform.
4.2.2. Ongoing reforms
There is no ongoing reform on this
aspect. However, it is reported by
various sources that efforts to adopt
right to information legislation have
been made and results presented.46 The
Draft Bill No. XXX/2011 concerning the
freedom of information47 is an important
starting point.
4.2.3. SWOT analysis
4.2.3.1. Strengths
The New Constitution already recognises
the obligation of public bodies to disclose
information and documents.48 These
new constitutional guarantees may
serve as sound legal bases in Egypt for
future legislation new laws on the right
to information.
4.2.3.2. Weaknesses
Despite the new constitutional guarantees
on the right to information and the
obligation of public bodies to disclose
information and documents, it is still
unclear on what grounds and within what
limits state organs would be entitled to
refuse requests of disclosure and withhold
data, information and documents.
The restrictions in the Press Law, along
with secrecy provisions in various

other laws,49 have produced a situation
in which there is “little to protect
journalists’ right to access information”.50

advertisements. The decisions are in the
public domain and can be challenged in
the relevant courts.

4.2.3.3. Opportunities
As pointed out at 4.2.3.1. above, the
new constitutional provisions may serve
as the legal basis for future legislation
in Egypt. Based on these guarantees
it is already possible to adopt new
laws detailing the proactive duties and
responsibilities of public bodies on the
disclosure of all types of public data and
information held by them.

Along with the general provisions
of public procurement rules, right to
information laws enable the public and
journalists to be able to report51 on
public spending for advertising, and,
where use of these funds is questionable,
to challenge publicly the decisions of the
state and government.

4.2.3.4. Threats
The New Constitution lacks rules on
the extent and limits of the right of
state and governmental organs to refuse
requests on disclosure and withhold
data, information and documents, leaving
the door open for less liberal legislation.
In addition, there are no details or
guarantees on the proactive duties and
responsibilities of state and government
institutions on the process, deadlines,
methods, format and so on for disclosing
data, which only adds to the likelihood
that requirements for data disclosure will
be, more or less, ignored.
4.2.4. Comparison with EU/region
Public expenditure of states and
governments on advertising is subject
to general public procurement regulations
in Europe. This requires public bodies
to call open tenders when procuring
advertising services, with full disclosure
on the amount spent, and to follow the
underlying principles and guidelines
when selecting the most appropriate
media outlets in which to place

 ccording to Article 7, the term “service” referred to in this law means professional services, technical services, information services, research and development, business
A
operation management, maintenance and repair, training, labour and other services as determined by the responsible entity.
44
“Assessment of Media Development in Egypt”, op. cit. Page 51.
45
ibid. Page 56.
46
ibid. Page 25: “… A coalition of civil society groups working under the umbrella of the National Coalition for Media Freedom moved forward to prepare their own draft
right to information legislation. Immediately after the parliamentary elections this was presented to the Human Rights Committee of the People’s Assembly. Shortly
thereafter, the Ministry of Information also presented a draft to the Committee. It is unclear whether this was motivated by a desire to counter the civil society initiative or
it was the natural outcome of an ongoing process inside government. In any case, progress on this legislation, like many legislative projects, is on hold since the dissolution of
the People’s Assembly in June 2012.”
47
Available at: www.law-democracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/Egypt.FOI_.NGO-version.Feb12.pdf.
48
Article 68 states: “Information, data, statistics and official documents are the property of the people and the disclosure thereof from their various sources is a right
guaranteed by the state for all citizens. The state is committed to provide them and make them available to citizens in a transparent manner. The law shall regulate the
rules for obtaining them and the terms for their availability and confidentiality; the rules for their deposit and storage; and the rules for filing complaints against the refusal
to provide them. The law shall also impose penalties for withholding information or deliberately providing wrong information. The state institutions shall deposit official
documents with the National Library and Archives once they are no longer in use. The state institutions shall also protect and secure such documents against loss or
damage, as well as restoring and digitalising them using all modern means and instruments according to the law.”
49
“The Egyptian legal framework includes a rather comprehensive regime of secrecy provisions spread across a large number of laws. These include laws on the national
archives, on intelligence, on auditing, on publishing military information, on publishing official documents, on the civil service, and on the Central Agency for Public
Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMAS), as well as the Penal Code. Taken together, these provisions give the authorities wide discretion to refuse to disclose practically any
information they please.” See “Assessment of Media Development in Egypt”, op. cit. Page 26.
50
ibid.
43
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The Council of Europe Convention on
Access to Official Documents (2009)
requires the CoE member states to
guarantee the right to everyone, without
discrimination on any grounds, to have
access, on request, to official documents
held by public authorities. Any limitation
to this right must be set down precisely in
law, be necessary in a democratic society
and be proportionate. Restrictions are
therefore strictly limited, e.g. to issues
of national security and public safety
or to the prevention, investigation and
prosecution of criminal activities.
4.2.5. Recommendations
4.2.5.1. Adopt new regulations on
state and government advertising
allocation to ensure process is free
from political interference
Draft and adopt a set of by-laws
regulating the:
• objective criteria (e.g. number of copies
distributed in case of print press media,
audience share in case of broadcast
media, and so on) for the selection
when procuring advertising services;
• procurement process;
• publication of all relevant data on the
amounts spent, media outfits selected,
type and the aim of campaigns.
4.2.5.2. Ensure transparency of
public spending on state and
government advertising
Based on the general rules of the Public
Procurement Law, ensure the availability
of public data and information on the
government E-Procurement Portal52
according to the publication requirements
of the portal.

Print and online press publishers and
broadcasters should adopt a code of
conduct covering the criteria under
which they can accept state and
government advertising.
4.2.5.3. Adopt new laws on the
right to information based on
the guarantees included in the
New Constitution
Based on these guarantees it is already
possible to adopt new laws detailing
the proactive duties and responsibilities
of public bodies on the disclosure of
all types of public data and information
held by them. It is also of crucial
importance that existing secrecy
provisions in other laws are reviewed
and repealed or amended to bring them
into line with international standards.
Ensure that any limitation on the right
to information meets the requirements
of Article 19(3) of the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR) and is justified on the basis of
the “harm” and “public interest” tests.
4.2.5.4. Assist the set-up of a
self-regulatory system in the
media to monitor state and
government advertising
Print and online press publishers
and broadcasters should adopt
a code of conduct covering the
criteria under which they can accept
state and government advertising,
the transparency requirements of
such advertising and the monitoring
mechanisms needed to maintain
self-regulation.

Investigative journalists in Europe have started several initiatives that use the right to information to present and publish public data. Examples include the projects
“WhatDoTheyKnow” (www.whatdotheyknow.com/) and “atlatszo.hu” (http://atlatszo.hu/2011/07/01/about-us/).
52
See: http://etenders.gov.eg/en/index.php.
51
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5.	ANALYSIS OF MEDIA LEGISLATION:
LIMITATIONS AND PROTECTIONS
Despite new constitutional guarantees on the prohibition of
censorship, other laws restrict freedom of speech. Clarification
is therefore needed in line with Article 4 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

5.1. INSTITUTIONALISED
CENSORSHIP AND POLITICAL
EXPRESSION: LEGISLATIVE
RESTRICTIONS ON THE
CONTENT THAT CAN BE
PUBLISHED AND ON PUBLISHING
DURING SPECIAL PERIODS
5.1.1. Current situation
5.1.1.1. Censorship and political
expression
The New Constitution of 2014 contains
a general declaration on the prohibition
of censorship at Article 71:
It is prohibited to censor, confiscate,
suspend or shut down Egyptian
newspapers and media outlets in any
way. By way of exception, they may be
subject to limited censorship in times
of war or general mobilisation.
No freedom-restricting penalty shall
be imposed for publication or publicity
crimes. As for crimes related to the
incitement of violence, discrimination
between citizens, or impingement of

individual honour, the law shall stipulate
the penalties for these.
There are various other articles that
cover what may be published,53 including
one that prohibits of blasphemy. These
constitutional provisions are applicable to
any kind of media content and constitute
major threats to the freedom of speech.54
Meanwhile, and despite the constitutional
guarantees on the prohibition of censorship,
there are various other laws that restrict
freedom of speech.55 Among them, the
Penal Code includes the most restrictive
provisions, allowing for journalists to
be prosecuted for defamation. The key
provision, which has once been applied
and for which prison sentences of up to
three years may be imposed, is Article 17:
Whoever affronts the President of
the Republic by means of any of the
foregoing methods shall be penalised
by detention. 56
Previously the Penal Code has provided
for “a heightened use of defamation laws

against the press, and physical harassment
of journalists by non-state actors with
the tacit support of the authorities”.57
Another critical article in the Penal
Code that has been applied against
journalists when disseminating any kind of
information that could be construed as
“damaging” the reputation of the country
is Article 80D:
Confining to detention for a
period not less than six months
and not exceeding five years and
a fine of not less than 100 pounds
and not exceeding 500 pounds
or either penalty shall be inflicted
on each Egyptian who deliberately
discloses abroad false or tendentious
news, information or rumours
on the country’s situation, which
is all bound to weaken financial
credibility, dignity or exercises
by any method whatsoever, an
activity that is liable to cause damage
and harm to the country’s national
interests. Imprisonment shall be
the penalty if the crime falls in
time of war.58

 rticle 2 states: “Islam is the religion of the state and Arabic is its official language. The principles of Islamic Sharia are the main source of legislation…”. Article 9 states: “The
A
state shall ensure equal opportunities for all citizens without discrimination.” Article 10 states: “The family is the nucleus of society, and is founded on religion, morality, and
patriotism. The state shall ensure its cohesion, stability and the establishment of its values…”.
Article 47 states: “The state shall maintain the Egyptian cultural identity with its diversified branches of civilization…”. Article 51 states: “Dignity is the right of every human
being and may not be violated. The state shall respect and protect human dignity.”
54
Blogger Alber Saber was sentenced in December 2012 to three years in jail for insulting religion and the president after he allegedly posted a link to the trailer for a
notorious anti-Islam film, The Innocence of Muslims.
55
“… Although freedom of expression is guaranteed by the constitution and censorship is forbidden, there are approximately 35 articles in various laws that prescribe
penalties for the media, ranging from fines to prison sentences.”. See el Issawi, op. cit. Page 21.
56
“This article was used by authorities to silence the opposition, labelling criticism against presidential politics as personal insults.” See el Issawi, op. cit. Page 21.
57
“Freedom in the World 2013: Egypt”. Freedom House.
58
Other articles in the Penal Code that contain significant restrictions on freedom of speech, including allowing for imprisonment, are Article 98F (on defamation of religion);
Articles 171 to 201 (including Articles 178 and 178 bis on publishing visual images that are “against public morals”); and Articles 302 to 306.

We should also note that although
censorship was prohibited by the former
constitution, several sources59 have
reported that it was a common practice
in newsrooms.
Another source of restrictions is the
Press Law, which contains several
limitations on the content that might
be published. Article 20 states that:
Journalists shall refrain from publishing
news which is contemptuous or
disrespectful to caste, creed, nationality
and religion of any individual or
the community or the country. For
upholding national unity, communal
prejudices and feelings of hatred and
malice shall be discouraged. Journalists
shall refrain from showing partiality
in favour of, or against, a racial call
instigating hatred or promoting
intolerance and bigotry against
certain segments in society.
Article 21 continues:
A journalist may not jeopardise or
interfere with the private life of citizens.
S/he may not address or deal with
issues related to the demeanour of a
public servant, prosecution personnel,
or public employees, unless such
dealings are closely related to their
duties and responsibilities, and are
aimed at realising the public interest.
5.1.1.2. Special periods
Regarding special periods, Article 154 of
the New Constitution reads as follows:
After consultation with the cabinet, the
President of the Republic may declare a
state of emergency as regulated by law.
Such a declaration must be presented
to the House of Representatives within
the following seven days to decide
thereon as it deems fit.
If the declaration takes place while
the House of Representatives is not
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in regular session, the house must be
invited to convene immediately in
order to consider such a declaration.
In all cases, the declaration of the state
of emergency must be approved by
a majority of the members of the
House of Representatives. The state
of emergency shall be declared for a
specified period not exceeding three
months, which may only be extended
for another similar period after
obtaining the approval of two-thirds
of the house members. In cases where
the House of Representatives has
not been elected, the matter shall be
referred to the cabinet for approval,
provided, however, that it is presented
to the new House of Representatives
at its first session. The House of
Representatives may not be dissolved
while a state of emergency is in force.
Article 4 of the Press Law provides
for the following restrictions in a state
of emergency:
It shall not be permissible to impose
any restrictions on the press.
Nevertheless, in instances of emergency
or contingency, or during wartime,
certain restrictions may be enforced on
a limited scale on journalism and the
press, solely in matters related to public
safety and integrity or for purposes
of maintaining national security. This
shall include prohibiting any news
items detrimental to national integrity,
independence, or sovereignty.
Declaring a state of emergency and
thus restricting freedom of speech
and freedom of the press has a long
historical tradition in Egypt, going back
to the enactment of Law No. 162 in
1958. Between 1981 (after Sadat’s
assassination) and 2012 a state of
emergency was maintained for more than
30 years.60 The new constitutional rules
on the democratic processes required to
declare a state of emergency therefore

mark an important turning point in the
country’s democratisation process.
5.1.2. Ongoing reforms
We are aware of no further reform to
the current legislative restrictions on the
content of what can be published or on
the detailed regulation of the process
and consequences of declaring a state
of emergency.
5.1.3. SWOT analysis
5.1.3.1. Strengths
The provisions of the New Constitution
may serve as the basis for democratic
legislative reforms when re-drafting the
current Penal Code and the Press Law.
The ban on freedom-restricting penalties
for publication or publicity crimes was a
critical first step within this process.
5.1.3.2. Weaknesses
Although the New Constitution prohibits
censorship, it lacks further details
to clarify whether this applies to all
possible means of censorship or only to
administrative measures. Since Article 5
of the Press Law is still in force61 this ban
on censorship needs further elaboration.
Meanwhile, limited censorship is allowed in
times of war or general mobilisation. Clear
requirements and guarantees are needed
in line with Article 4 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
which stipulates when restrictions to the
right of free speech are applicable. While
no freedom-restricting penalties remain
in place thanks to the new constitutional
guarantees, the old rules of the Penal
Code are still in force, thus creating a high
level of uncertainty about applicable laws.
The limitations under the Press Law
as to the type of content that can be
published and in what context are not
acceptable by European and international
standards as they are broadly and vaguely
worded, allowing for potentially restrictive
interpretations by the courts and thus
presenting a threat to freedom of speech.

S ee, for example, Amin, op. cit. Page 17: “In practice, however, there is significant censorship, both official censorship and the self-censorship of editors, broadcasters, and
journalists. The government exercises strict control over the media, and broadcasting and legal constraints prevent journalists from reporting freely on domestic issues or
deviating from official policy when reporting on international affairs. While citizens are generally able to speak their views without fear on a wide range of political and
social issues, and opposition papers frequently criticize both government officials and policies, journalists often practice self-censorship on sensitive issues, avoiding direct
criticism of the president, the army, security forces and human rights abuses. In addition to self-censorship, journalists are also subject to formal restrictions. The state’s
power to censor and impose fines and prison sentences means that media professionals must live with the threat that serious governmental action may be taken against
them. These laws give the government the opportunity to respond to media coverage it dislikes, with dismissal, the closure of papers, fines, and imprisonment.”
60
The state of emergency was finally lifted on November 12th 2013.
61
Article 5 states: “No confiscation, suspension, and/or termination of a newspaper, using the administrative proceedings, may be permitted.”
59
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5.1.3.3 Opportunities
The new constitutional guarantees
provides a sound platform for the redrafting of the Penal Code and the Press
Law in line with democratic rules and
principles that meet the key and basic
requirements of any reform process in the
media sector.
5.1.3.4. Threats
Despite the democratically regulated
ban on freedom-restricting penalties,
even in cases of defamation, in the New
Constitution, the Penal Code remains
in force and in its current form it still
presents a severe threat to any media
owners and journalists.
As the New Constitution allows for
penalties in cases of “crimes related to
the incitement of violence, discrimination
between citizens, or impingement of
individual honour”, there are still certain
fears that “repressive sentences may be
taken against journalists”62 in such cases.
5.1.4. Comparison with EU/region
In Europe, any type of censorship of the
press is in clear breach of freedom of
speech. The Charter of Fundamental Rights
of the European Union63 and the European
Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms64 set out
guarantees for these rights along with a list
of the – very limited – legitimate grounds
for restrictions.
According to European and international
norms, defamation is a civil offence
and civil rather than criminal law is
the primary means of protecting the
rights of individuals. Imprisonment for
defamation is not acceptable in Europe.
In cases of defamation there are also
key defences available in European law,
e.g. whereby if you can prove the truth
of the statement in question it cannot
be considered defamatory. The Joint
Declaration of 2002 of the UN Special
Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and

Expression, the Organisation for Security
and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)
Representative on Freedom of the Media
and the Organisation of American States
(OAS) Special Rapporteur on Freedom
of Expression includes a clear position on
criminal defamation: “Criminal defamation
is not a justifiable restriction on freedom
of expression; all criminal defamation
laws should be abolished and replaced,
where necessary, with appropriate civil
defamation laws.”
Another key aspect of libel and
defamation is the level of protection
given to officials, politicians and public
figures. The Joint Declaration, in 2000,
by the UN Special Rapporteur on
Freedom of Opinion and Expression,
the OSCE Representative on Freedom
of the Media and the OAS Special
Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression
reads as follows: “defamation laws should
reflect the importance of open debate
about matters of public concern and the
principle that public figures are required
to accept a greater degree of criticism
than private citizens; in particular, laws
which provide special protection for
public figures, such as desacato laws,
should be repealed.”
The European Court of Human Rights
has also pronounced on key aspects and
principles to be taken into account in
balancing freedom of expression and
the protection of the personal
reputation of public officials.65 The Court
recommends, for example, including an
“evaluation” of how far the publication is
acting in the public interest and factors
such as the form the publication takes,
and the circumstances and consequences
of publication.
Publication of false news is subject to
right of correction and/or right of reply
in Europe without further consequences
where the error was made in good faith.
Restrictions on the right to freedom of

speech and freedom of the press, even in
times of state emergency or other special
periods, are legitimate only if they meet
the strict three-part test. The restriction
must be:
• provided for by law;
• for the protection of a legitimate and
overriding interest ;
• “necessary” to protect the interest
identified.

5.2.1. Current situation
The legal framework regulating presidential
elections in Egypt is embedded in the
framework of the New Constitution.
The key legislation is currently the 2014
Presidential Elections Law (PEL).67

5.1.5. Recommendations
5.1.5.1. Provide clear criteria on
restrictions to the freedom of speech
and freedom of the press in times of
a state of emergency
Re-draft the Press Law and adopt a new
law on the state of emergency that is
in line with the three-part test of the
ICCPR in order to regulate in detail all
relevant aspects of any restrictions to the
freedom of speech and freedom of the
press based on objective criteria.

The Presidential Elections Commission
(PEC) shall have sole jurisdiction over
the following:

5.1.5.2. Re-draft the Penal Code
and remove all rules on criminal
defamation
Align the rules of the Penal Code
with the new constitutional provisions
and with European and international
standards and thus replace criminal
defamation rules with a set of civil rules.
5.1.5.3. Allow for broad criticism of
public officials and thus remove rules
providing immunity
Remove all rules from the Penal Code
and from the Press Law that limit
criticism of public officials, and promote
the interpretation of the general rules on
defamation to allow for more criticism.
5.2. SPECIAL LEGISLATION
DURING ELECTORAL PERIODS
Note: This section was written before
the publication of the final report of the
European Union Election Observation
Mission (EU EOM) to the Arab Republic
of Egypt – Presidential Election (26/27
May 2014).66

E l Issawi, op. cit. Page 26.
63
Article 11 states: “1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas
without interference from the public authority and regardless of frontiers. 2. The freedom and pluralism of the media shall be respected.”
64
Article 10 states: “1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas
without interference from the public authority and regardless of frontiers. This Article shall not prevent states from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television
or cinema enterprises. 2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or
penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of
disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in
confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.”
65
See, for example, the case of Lingens v. Austria (Application no. 9815/82).
66
The final report will be published at: www.eueom.eu/egypt2014/reports.

The PEL provides for the following rules
regarding campaigning in the media in
Article 6:

… 8. Set the rules governing electoral
campaigning as herein stipulated and
verify the application of such rules in
a way that ensures equality between
candidates in using state-owned audiovisual media, newspapers and printed
materials issued by press institutions
for electoral campaigning purposes
and undertake measures it deems
appropriate in cases of violation;
… 11. Set rules governing participation
of the media, and Egyptian and Foreign
CSOs in witnessing the electoral process.
The PEC Law contains detailed rules on
media coverage of the elections, including
accreditation processes, access to
electoral sites and other relevant aspects
of journalists’ rights during the election.
According to Article 1:
Media coverage is granted to local
journalists working for Egyptian
establishments, whether general, political
or private adhering to the High Council
of Journalism. Media coverage is also
granted to local journalists adhering to
the Egyptian radio and television union,
satellite television channels accredited
by the General Authority for Investment
and international journalists approved by
the State Information Service.
Article 9 reads as follows:
It is prohibited to perform any interviews
or converse with employees of the
voting committee, candidates’ agents,
followers or voters on the committee’s
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premises. Presence inside any committee
during the election process should not
exceed half an hour. Filming is prohibited
in any form unless approved by the
committee’s head. In case of congestion,
the committee’s head reserves the right
to reduce the number of journalists and
reporters inside the committee.
According to the EU Electoral
Observation Mission preliminary
statement on Egypt (2014),68 “the media
legal framework for this presidential
election is comprised in the 2014
constitution, the PEL and Presidential
Election Committee (PEC) Decree 15.
While the constitution provides for a
transition from the previously existing
media regulatory framework to a new
one, the PEC was vested with the
regulation of the state media and the
press, as well as media accreditation
for the coverage of the presidential
election. A Media Monitoring Committee
(MMC) was established by the Ministry
of Information on 23 April 2014 to
monitor the compliance of electronic
media with PEC regulations to report in
a balanced and neutral manner on the
campaigns of candidates. The MMC did
not have the authority to sanction media
for non-compliance. Media outlets found

responsible for possible violation of the
PEC regulations were merely informed
about the infringement.”69
5.2.2. Ongoing reforms
No ongoing reforms have been reported.
5.2.3. SWOT analysis
5.2.3.1. Strengths
The New Constitution establishes an
adequate basis for the conduct of
the elections.
5.2.3.2. Weaknesses
Despite the sound constitutional
guarantees, the application and
implementation of the relevant laws
might fall short. “While the new
constitution sets out a wide-ranging
catalogue of fundamental rights, the
respect for these rights falls short of
these constitutional principles. Freedoms
of association, assembly and expression
are areas of concern, including in the
context of this election. It remains to be
seen whether measures will be taken
by the newly elected authorities to craft
the legislation that will put the new
constitution into legal practice.”70
As a result “the EU EOM assessed a
general climate of limited freedom of

As the New Constitution allows for
penalties in cases of ‘crimes related to
the incitement of violence, discrimination
between citizens, or impingement of
individual honour’, there are still certain
fears that ‘repressive sentences may be
taken against journalists’.

“ The key legislation includes the 2014 Presidential Elections Law (PEL) and the 1956 Law on the Exercise of Political Rights (LEPR) as amended. A number of other laws
have significance for the exercise of civil and political rights., EU EOM preliminary report Egypt (2014), p. 4
“Presidential election administered in line with the law, in an environment falling short of constitutional principles”. Preliminary statement. EU EOM, Cairo. May 29th 2014.
Available at: www.eueom.eu/files/dmfile/290514-preliminary-statement_en.pdf.
69
ibid. Page 6.
70
ibid. Page 1.
67
68
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expression, reportedly resulting also in the
self-censorship of journalists.”71
5.2.3.3. Opportunities
The new political situation after the
elections might provide for legislative
changes to enhance democratic regulation
of the media coverage of elections.
5.2.3.4. Threats
Limited implementation of constitutional
guarantees and the continued existence
of outdated laws might produce
uncertainties, thus leading to limitations in
freedom of expression.
5.2.4. Comparison with EU/region
The Organisation for Security and
Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)
Election Guidelines (2013)72 provide
a comprehensive overview on “Equal
Treatment and Access to Media”73. The
document follows from the principles of
Article 19 of the ICCPR, which concludes
that voters have the right to receive
information from candidates and political
parties in order to effectively exercise their
right to vote. The right of voters “to seek,
receive, and impart information and ideas
of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either
orally, in writing or in print, in the form of
art, or through any other media of their
choice” is particularly applicable during
elections. According to European standards,
candidates and political parties should
“have an equal opportunity to inform
voters about their policies and not face
discrimination in obtaining media access”.74
The OSCE Copenhagen Document
(1990)75 summarises the standards for
equal treatment and access to the media
at Paragraphs 7.6 and 7.8.

The Joint Statement on the Media
and Elections (2009) of the four
rapporteurs76 further supports the key
requirements of democratic legal and
regulatory frameworks on the media
coverage of elections.
5.2.5. Recommendations
According to the preliminary findings
of the EU EOM preliminary report on
Egypt (2014), media coverage and the
accompanying regulation of the elections
was controversial77 and therefore the
full implementation of Article 19 of the
ICCPR in Egypt seems to be necessary.
Meanwhile the recommendations of the
OSCE Election Guidelines (2013)78 and
of the Joint Statement on the Media and
Elections (2009)79 should be taken into
consideration.
During future legislative reforms, the
standards and regulations, which were
set for ERTU in 2005 by the Media
Monitoring Committee,80 could
serve as the basis for future legislation
and regulation.
5.3. LEGISLATION ON THE
PROTECTION OF MINORITIES,
CHILDREN AND WOMEN
5.3.1. Current situation
The New Constitution contains only a
rather general declaration on women’s
rights and representation, in Article 11:
The state shall ensure the achievement
of equality between women and men
in all civil, political, economic, social, and
cultural rights in accordance with the
provisions of this constitution.
The state shall take the necessary

measures to ensure the appropriate
representation of women in the houses
of representatives, as specified by law.
The state shall also guarantee women’s
right of holding public and senior
management offices in the state, and
their appointment in judicial bodies and
authorities without discrimination.
The state shall protect women against
all forms of violence and help to enable
women to strike a balance between
family duties and work requirements.
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Beyond the AVMS Directive, there are
other pieces of EU legislation that fall
into the soft-law category. The Council
Recommendation (1998) on the
protection of minors in media services83
was the first legal instrument at EU level
that dealt with all types of audiovisual
media content (whether broadcast
or accessible online). It emphasises
self-regulation and thus provides key
guidelines for codes of conduct on
aspects of child protection.

The state shall provide care to and
protection of motherhood and
childhood, female heads of families, and
the elderly and neediest women.
The Press Law has no provision on the
protection of minorities, children and
women.
The Law on Child Protection contains
only the following Article (116-bis (b))
regarding the publication of data and
information on juvenile delinquents:
Without prejudice to any stronger
penalty in any other law, anyone who
publishes, or broadcasts in the media
any information or data, pictures, or
drawings related to the identity of a
child at a time when his case is being
examined by the authorities concerned
with children at risk or are in conflict
with the law shall be penalised by a fine
of not less than ten thousand (10,000)
Egyptian pounds, and not exceeding
fifty thousand (50,000) Egyptian pounds.
There are also some specific legislative
restrictions in Law No. 52 of 1981 on
the advertising of tobacco products and

ibid. Page 7.
“ Guidelines for Reviewing a Legal Framework for Elections”. OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, Warsaw. 2013. Available at: www.osce.org/odihr/
elections/104573?download=true.
73
ibid. Chapter 10.
74
“Handbook on Media Monitoring for Election Observation Missions”. OSCE. 2012. Page 14.
75
“Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE”. OSCE, Copenhagen. June 29th 1990. Available at: www.osce.org/
odihr/elections/14304.
76
“Joint Statement on the Media and Elections”. May 15th 2009. Available at: www.osce.org/fom/37188?download=true.
77
“The public media monitored gave approximately equal coverage to both candidates, but private media provided candidate Al Sisi with more than twice the coverage
provided to candidate Sabahi. Stakeholders opposed to the roadmap received no media coverage.” See “Presidential election administered in line with the law, in an
environment falling short of constitutional principles”, op. cit. Page 2.
78
“Equal treatment and access to media, whether provided on a strictly equal or equitable basis, may be regulated in a country’s law on media or public information
instead of the primary election law. Additionally, the law may only provide general statements on equal or equitable treatment and access, and may delegate authority
for promulgating the specifics of implementation to the central election-administration body or to a specialised media commission. Regardless of whether regulation is
by statute or administrative provisions, monitoring of the media is recommended to ensure compliance. Further, there should be procedures in place for a political party
or candidate to seek relief before an administrative body or court from the violation of equal or equitable treatment and access provisions, as well as to obtain an order
directing the allocation of additional time to the party or candidate should this be necessary to remedy the violation.” See “Guidelines for Reviewing a Legal Framework for
Elections”, op. cit. Page 44.
79
For example: “Laws that unduly restrict freedom of expression contrary to international and constitutional guarantees should be repealed. Where such laws are still in place
during election campaigns, the authorities should apply the constitutional or international guarantees that protect freedom of expression.”
80
See Amin, op. cit. Pages 34–35.
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covering, for example, the advertising of
potentially unhealthy food products.82

cigarettes. They do not, however, contain
any provisions specific to the protection
of minors.
There are no specific rules in place on
the protection of minorities, children and
women in the media in Egypt.
5.3.2. Ongoing reforms
No ongoing reform has been reported.
5.3.3. SWOT analysis
5.3.3.1. Strengths
Not applicable.
5.3.3.2. Weaknesses
Not applicable.
5.3.3.3. Opportunities
The lack of any specific rules on the
protection of minorities, children and
women in the media provides a blank
slate for future reforms in the sector.
5.3.3.4. Threats
Without proper legislation and selfregulation in place on the protection of
children in the media there are high risks
of access to illegal and harmful content
by minors.

5.3.4. Comparison with EU/region
In Europe the protection of minors
is a focus of legislative and regulatory
efforts, both at EU and at member state
level. Since the advent of digital media,
children are using online video games
and other on-demand services via their
mobile devices at an increased level,
which increases the need for regulation.
Since children are more vulnerable than
adults it is common policy in Europe to
provide more restrictions on content that
targets minors.
In the EU the Audiovisual Media Services
(AVMS) Directive81 is the only binding
legislation at EU level that covers both
traditional television broadcasting (linear
media services) and new, non-linear,
services such as on-demand films.
The guiding principle of regulatory
intervention is that linear media services
are subject to more scrutiny, while
non-linear content is regulated with a
lighter touch and with more emphasis
on self- and co-regulation. The AVMS
has very strict rules on advertising,
commercial messages and sponsorship,
and it prohibits any subliminal advertising
techniques. There are also other childrenspecific rules introduced by the AVMS

The recommendations of the
European Parliament (2006)84 have
made a meaningful contribution to the
introduction of co-regulatory practices on
labelling, classification, filtering techniques
and systems of common descriptive
symbols or warning messages indicating
the age category for media products.85
The key concern of any legislation on
the protection of minors is to find the
right balance with regard to freedom
of expression. Protective measures are
inherently restrictive, and it is therefore
critical to spot illegal and harmful content
and find the most appropriate and least
restrictive means of tackling it.
5.3.5. Recommendations
5.3.5.1. Provide a legislative
framework on the protection of
minors in audio-visual media
Draft and adopt new laws on the
protection of minors in all types of media
and respect the balance between the
restrictions necessary and the right of
free speech.
5.3.5.2. Support and acknowledge
self-regulation in non-linear media
services
Provide support for drafting and
implementing industry codes of conduct
on parental control tools, hotlines,
awareness actions and international
co-operation.

“ Directive 2010/13/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 10 March 2010 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or
administrative action in Member States concerning the provision of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive).”
82
See Article 9, paragraph 2.
83
“Council Recommendation 98/560/EC of 24 September 1998 on the development of the competitiveness of the European audiovisual and information services industry
by promoting national frameworks aimed at achieving a comparable and effective level of protection of minors and human dignity.”
84
“Recommendation 2006/952/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 December 2006 on the protection of minors and human dignity and on the right of
reply in relation to the competitiveness of the European audiovisual and on-line information services industry.”
85
See Section II, Paragraph 1.
81
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6.3. INTERNATIONAL
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
UN General Assembly Resolution 217 A
(III). Adopted on December 10th 1948.
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. UN General Assembly
Resolution 2200 A (XXI). Adopted on
December 16th 1966; came into force
on March 23rd 1976.
European Convention on Human Rights.
Adopted on November 4th 1950; came
into force on September 3rd 1953.
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union. 2000/C 364/01.

APPENDIX 2: EXTRACTS FROM
THE PRESS LAW
Section 2 – Newspaper Publication
and Proprietorship
Chapter One – Newspaper
Publication
Article 45
Pursuant to the applicable laws, political
parties and legal entities, whether
public or private, shall be eligible to
publish newspapers.
Article 46
Parties and individuals demonstrating an
interest in publishing a new newspaper
shall be required to submit a written
request to the Supreme Council of Press.
The respective request shall be duly
signed by the legal representative of the
newspaper, and shall include the title,
nationality, and place of residence of the
proprietor of the newspaper; the name
and periodicity thereof; the language in
which the newspaper shall be published;
the business sector and organisational
and editorial structure, the budget
breakdown and sources of funding
thereof; the name of the editor-in-chief;
and, the mail address of the printing
house that shall be used to publish the
respective newspaper.
Article 47
The Supreme Council of Press shall
review and decide on the requests
brought to its attention regarding
the newspaper publication, within a
maximum of forty (40) days, following
the submission thereof, accompanied
by all information described under the
preceding article.
In the event that the respective request
shall be declined or excluded, the
decision reached by the Supreme
Council of Press, accompanied by specific
justifications warranting the exclusion
or disqualification thereof, shall be
transmitted to the concerned party. In
the event that the Supreme Council of
Press has not made a decision regarding
the respective request after the lapse of

the specified period of forty (40) days,
this shall be deemed as acceptance by
non-rejection.

from exercising their political rights may
not own a newspaper, or engage in the
publication thereof, in any form.

In the event that the Supreme Council
of Press shall disapprove a request
submitted to publish a news newspaper,
the concerned parties may appeal
against that decision before the Court
of Administrative Adjudication. To this
end, the concerned party shall submit a
petition to the Department of Clerks, at
the said court, no later than thirty (30)
days following the date of disapproval.

Article 51
In the event that certain changes shall be
made in the data or information included
in the application request for a newspaper
license after the issuance of the respective
license, a notice shall be transmitted in
writing to the Supreme Council of Press
to this effect, at least fifteen (15) days
before the date on which these changes
shall take effect, unless otherwise such
change(s) shall arise unexpectedly. In
this case, the Supreme Council of Press
shall be notified within eight (8) days at
a maximum following the date on which
such changes come into force.

Article 48
In the event that the respective
newspaper shall not be published or
released within a period of three (3)
months following the date on which the
license is granted, or if the newspaper
shall not be released on a regular basis
during the course of the initial six months
of the publication thereof, the license
shall be considered void and null.
Any deficiencies in the frequency
or regularity of the publication of a
newspaper shall be substantiated and
validated by a decision from the Supreme
Council of Press. This decision shall be
transmitted to the concerned party.
Article 49
It shall be deemed a special privilege
to receive a licence approving the
publication of a newspaper. By no means
shall this licence be transferred, assigned,
or disposed of to another party.
Any disposition of the respective
licence, in violation of the provisions
stipulated under the present ar ticle,
shall constitute grounds for the
annulment of the respective newspaper
publication license.
By acting in violation of the provisions
included herein, the licensee shall be
subject to the payment of a fine of no
less than 500EGP and up to 1,000EGP.
The newspaper license shall also
be annulled.
Article 50
Individuals prohibited by the rule of law

By acting in violation of the current article,
the legal representative of the respective
newspaper shall be subject to a maximum
term of imprisonment of six (6) months,
and/or payment of a fine of no less than
500EGP and up to 1000EGP…
Chapter Four – Supreme Council
of Press
Article 67
Formation and Membership Composition
of Supreme Council of Press
The Supreme Council of Press shall
maintain a free-standing, autonomous
position, and shall hold a legal status.
The Supreme Council of Press shall
be headquartered in Cairo. The
Supreme Council of Press shall perform
the functions thereof, in a free and
autonomous manner, and shall execute
the entrusted powers, in consistency with
the characteristics and circumstances of
society. In doing so, the Supreme Council
of Press shall seek to safeguard national
unity and realise social peace, in a manner
that shall secure the citizens’ rights to
the access of knowledge, by means of
providing accurate information and
objective opinions and commentaries.
The membership composition and powers
associated with the Supreme Council of
Press, as well as the relationship between
the state authorities and the Journalists
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Syndicate, shall be as follows:
Article 68
The President of the Republic shall
issue a decree on the formation and
composition of the Supreme Council of
Press, as described hereunder:
(1) The Speaker sof the Shura Council, as
the Chairperson of the Supreme Council
of Press;
(2) Chairpersons of boards of directors
from the national press organisations;
(3) Editors-in-chief of national press
organisations (each press organisation
shall be represented by one editor-inchief to be identified by the respective
board of directors);
(4) Editors-in-chief of political newspapers
published in accordance with the Law on
Political Parties (each political party shall
be represented by one editor-in-chief
to be identified and designated by the
respective political party, as appropriate);
(5) The Chairperson of the Journalists
Syndicate, as well as four of the former
chairpersons or regular members of the
Journalists Syndicate, to be identified and
selected by the Shura Council;
(6) The Chairperson of the Labour Union
of employees working in the sector of
journalism, printing, media, and publishing,
as well as four of the former chairpersons
or regular members of the respective
Labour Union, as identified and selected
by the Shura Council;
(7) Two (2) journalism professors from
Egyptian universities, as identified and
selected by the Shura Council;
(8) Two (2) legal experts, as identified
and selected by the Shura Council;
(9) A number of public figures interested
in journalism, who shall represent the
various trends of public opinion, to be
identified and selected by the Shura
Council, provided that the number in
this category shall not exceed the total
number of representatives mentioned in
the previous paragraphs;
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The members of the Supreme Council of
Press shall serve for a renewable term of
four years.
APPENDIX 3: EXTRACTS FROM
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LAW
Article 1
4. Telecommunication Service.
Providing or operating
telecommunication through
whatsoever mean.
Article 21 – Authority of the TRA to
grant authorisations
It is prohibited to establish or operate
Telecommunication Networks, provide
Telecommunication Services, by-pass
international telephone calls or announce
any of these without obtaining a license
from the National Telecommunications
Regulatory Authority (NTRA) in
accordance with the provisions of this law
and its executive resolutions.
However, no license shall be required
to be obtained from NTRA to establish
or operate a private telecommunication
network that does not use radio
telecommunication systems.
The licensed operator shall notify
the NTRA of the private networks
established on his infrastructure.
The NTRA resolutions regarding
licenses shall be published in the Official
Gazette or any of the widespread
daily newspapers at the expense of
the licensee, provided that publishing
includes all licensing conditions.
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